
Grifflyer Bell P-39 
instructions 

                    Parts list 

• -2204 size quad copter racing 
motor, Emax2204 motor is used 

• - 5gram servos can use 9gram 

• -3s 750-850 mah lipo battery 

• 20 amp esc can use 30amp 

• - transmitter receiver combo use 
your own selected brand  



Grifflyer Mini Bell P-39 Airacobra build instructions. 

First grab a wing panel                    then score the marked area’s with a BBQ skewer 

here 

and here 

End result/bevel marked area’s               End result/remove foam on marked area 

Single 
bevel 

Double bevel remove foam 

Repeat  steps 1-4 on  
other wing half 

Grab 2 foam spars 

#1. #2. 

#3. #4. 

#5. #6. 



Apply glue on spar Glue them down like so - in between  
The two 50% score cuts and flush with the wing 

Flip halves over and apply tape NO GLUE Cut out small area for servo ears 

Glue down like so 

do a quick test fold and if any marks appear 
Cut those out 

#7. #8. 

#9. #10. 

#11. #12. 



Cut out and remove foam Do a quick test fold to ensure it fits 

#13. #14. 

#15. #16. 

Repeat steps 10-14 on other wing  
half Apply glue on marked area’s and fold over wing 

Here 
To here 

In here 

Along spar 

Fold over like so Open back portion up – apply  
Glue on marked area 

Here 

To here 

Thin bead of glue along 
50% cut #17. #18. 



End result – repeat steps 16-18 
on other side End result 

Crack open – apply glue on area’s 
Marked  in green 

Apply dihedral  with gauge 

End result 
Place a piece of tape down the  
center 

#19. #20. 

#21. #22. 

#23. #24. 



Grab you fuselage piece and remove foam 
cavity’s in area’s marked in blue and crease  
Yellow area 

End result – remove paper on marked  
area’s 

here 

And here 

Curl up the foam that has the  
Paper removed 

Fold over and glue down paper tabs 

here 

Do a B-Fold and make sure it  
Is A RIGHT ANGLE 

Repeat on other fuselage  
panel 

#25. #26. 

#27. #28. 

#29. #30. 



Flip over and fold tab down while doing  
a B-Fold 

Use a ruler or similar object to prevent 
Burning yourself and to make sure your  
Tab stays flat  

Take your belly piece and remove foam 
In area’s marked in blue  

End result 

Glue it down like so Flip you fuse assembly over and  Press 
 the belly section onto the table and hold till 
It dries.  

#31. #32. 

#33. #34. 

#35. #36. 



Take your elevator piece and remove  
foam in area’s marked in blue 

End result -  and cut a BBQ skewer  
To the length of the gap marked in orange 

Like so – then glue in place End result – cut a single 45 degree bevel  
on the spot marked in purple 

End result Cut a single 45 degree bevel on the spot 
Marked in purple 

#37. #38. 

#39. #40. 

#41. #42. 



End result – perform a  test fit  
Onto the elevator 

So it fits like so 

Another view  Should fit in fuse like so 

Yet another view – repeat steps 
43-47 but with glue 

#43. #44. 

#45. #46. 

#47. #48. 

Take your smallest and largest 
former 



Glue you largest former in the back Glue your smallest former in the front 

Take your final three formers 
And glue them down 

Glue your largest former In the back 
Of your hatch piece 

Glue your smallest former in the 
Front  and your medium size former 
In the middle hole, closest to the front  
Of the hatch piece  

Your hatch should fit like so 

#49. #50. 

#51. #52. 

#53. #54. 



Apply glue on area marked in brown When glued in it should look 
Like so MAKE SURE IT IS CENTERED 

take your poster board root fairing Glue them on like so 

Glue and link up your tail servo’s Take your poster board turtle deck 
piece 

#55. #56. 

#57. #58. 

#59. #60. 



Center up the poster board using a  
A small dab of glue 

Cut a small relief for the servo pushrod  
 

Start by gluing down one side  Then glue down the other side and make 
Sure to pull it somewhat tight  

Trim off excess poster board so it is 
Flush with the rear former 

Begin curling and shaping the front poster  
Board piece 

#61. #62. 

#63. #64. 

#65. #66. 



After you find a shape you like  
Glue it down 

Take your recently built hatch and 
Your poster board hatch piece 

First center it up and glue it in place Apply glue, and glue your poster board 
In place with the skinnier side facing forward 

Your hatch is complete Next take your canopy piece 

#67. #68. 

#69. #70. 

#71. #72. 



Fold up side tabs Begin forming and curling you canopy 

Place glue on area’s marked in  
brown 

End result – repeat steps 75-76 on 
Other side  

#73. 

End result – fold on area’s marked in 
Black 
 

End result 

#74. 

#75. #76. 

#77. #78. 



Glue your canopy on like so Take your two exhaust stack pieces  

Glue them on like so…one on each side Another view 

Take your power pod spacer pieces 
and remove foam In area’s marked 
In yellow 

End result – look ahead to how 
To glue in place 

#79. #80. 

#81. #82. 

#83. #84. 



Quick view – perform a C FOLD 
 

End result  

Another view Glue in place ensure that the front of the  
spacer meets up with the front of the fuse 

Remove foam on area’s marked in yellow  
Remove remaining paper    

Begin curling your foam piece 

#85. #86. 

#87. #88. 

#89. #90. 



Glue in place like so Take your poster board intake piece 

begin forming and curling Another view 

Glue on like so Don’t put glue 
On rear turtle deck ONLY your hatch 
piece  

Your Bell P-39 is now complete! please read my Review and have similar 
 electronics in your aircraft so it is more successful 
And as always fly safe 

#91. #92. 

#93. #94. 

#95. 


